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Wide of Youth Olympic Games Learn & Share experience inside Hakons Hall, Lillehammer

Lillehammer 2016 sign
IOC President Thomas Bach greeting YOG athletes.
Wide of IOC President Thomas Bach talking to YOG athletes
Play Fair sign
IOC President Thomas Bach at the Clean Sport workshop.

SOT: Thomas Bach, IOC President

“They are advising the young athletes informing them about the risks and dangers of doping and informing them about the risks and dangers of doping and informing them about the well use of fair play it is for the IOC most important to protect the clean athletes in every way possible.

Play fair sign
Wide of YOG athletes talking to IOC President Thomas Bach
SOT: Thomas Bach, IOC President

“This is about prevention and information. We have to make them aware of the risks and the dangers and inform them how they may be approached and how they should react. We
have provided a hotline where every athlete from around the world can contact us at any
time to seek advice or make us aware of any kinds of problems and we can react
immediately.

Doping posters

IOC President Thomas Bach walking through Learn & Share experience

IOC President Thomas Bach wearing novelty Olympic glasses

IOC President Thomas Bach taking a selfie with one of the volunteers

Wide of Play Fair and Lillehammer 2016 signs

Outside shot of people walking past Lillehammer 2016 barrier

Vox pop YOG athlete:

“I think it’s very important in a sport to play fair without doping because it influences you
growing up and the way you play, so it’s not fair between the teams.”

Vox pop YOG athlete:

“Yeah, I think lots of people want to do it when they don’t get so much money. I think it’s
difficult to teach people that.”

Vox pop of YOG athlete:

“I think it’s important for the future so they don’t start doping and they know the
consequences of it, I think.”

Wide of Hakons Hall, Lillehammer
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